SOLUTION BRIEF

Making security professionals and their organizations more successful

Exclusive, peer-to-peer resource sharing

In an environment of ever-expanding and sophisticated threats, security leaders cite peer exchange with trusted colleagues as one of the most valuable resources for information on cybersecurity practices and vendors. That is why executive-level security leaders from North America’s most sophisticated companies value CyberRisk Alliance’s peer collaboration platforms, Cybersecurity Collaborative and Cybersecurity Collaboration Forum. Serving members and participants in private events, these platforms are go-to destinations for knowledge sharing, quality resources, vendor insights and networking to solve security and business challenges in real-time.

Built by and for our exclusive, high-profile communities, we deliver a series of unique roundtable events and a portfolio of collaboration opportunities and curated CISO-developed tools. Through these services, we become an extension of a leader’s team, understanding their organization’s current challenges and using that information to facilitate solution-sharing and help them more effectively manage cyber risk.

Enabling communication and sharing among security executives

CRA’s collaboration capabilities give organizations unique opportunities to advance in a demanding and noisy cybersecurity environment, with intimate CISO exchanges at Cybersecurity Collaboration Forum’s regional and industry-focused eRoundtables and on-demand collaboration within Cybersecurity Collaborative’s membership community. Some of our services offer discreet access for vendor participation, respecting their contribution to educating the community. Through our peer-based platforms, CRA helps develop stronger leaders and advance organizations’ security programs.
Facilitating exclusive, executive-level collaboration

— Foster communication with security leaders
  Participate in engaged and experienced communities through exclusive membership or peer-to-peer meetings and events

— Utilize practical tools to better prepare your cybersecurity teams
  Download topic reports, best practices, and other guides to share with and instruct your teams

— Build regional and national relationships to expand your network
  Join communities built locally to you or national executive events to meet other professionals experiencing similar challenges

CyberRisk Alliance (CRA) was formed to help cybersecurity professionals face the daunting challenges that threaten the success and prosperity of their organizations.

We provide business intelligence and information services to help our growing community build effective strategies and make smart decisions, and innovative marketing solutions to galvanize an efficient marketplace. Most of all, we work to engage the entire cyber community and lift the success of all industry professionals.

Learn more at CyberRiskAlliance.com